ANDHRA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY DEBATES
OFFICIAL REPORT

Forty-second Day of the Fourth Session of the
Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly

ANDHRA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Thursday, the 3rd May, 1984
The House met at Half-past Eight of the Clock
(Mr Speaker in the Chair)

ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

Beating of a Lady in Kadiri by Asst Police Sub-Inspector

371—

*429—Q—Sarvasri M Kasiram and S Santosh Reddy (Ar moo) — Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state,

(a) whether it has been brought to the notice of the Government that the Assistant Police Sub-Inspector of Kadiri had summoned Smt Vengamma a woman belonging to weaker section, who refused to sell half an-acre of land owned by her, adjacent to the local Radhika Theatre, and obtained her thumb impression on some papers after severely beating her

(b) whether it is a fact that she has reported the matter to the local Munsiff Magistrate, and

(c) if so, the action taken by the Government?

*An asterisk before the name indicates confirmation by the Member.
3rd May, 1984

Oral Answers to Questions

Whether that offence has been registered in the Police Station? After investigation whether it is referred as false or non-cognizable? What is the action taken by the police? Then only the complainant will be forced to go to the Magistrate and file a complaint. Has the first step been taken in this case?

Sri D K Samara Simha Reddy – That is not my question. My question is whether she has given a complaint to the Police? If the police do not take action on the complaint then only the complaint before the Magistrate arises.

Whether, if they will go and give complaint to the police against a particular person, whether such a step has been taken? Have the police refused to register the complaint or have they will go treated it as non-cognizable? Was anything done in the matter? If nothing happens, then only they will be driven to the extent of going to the Magistrate to file the complaint. Has the first step been taken, of so, what were the allegations made?
Oral Answers to Questions
3rd May, 1984

I do not say that whatever the police version is, it is a gospel truth.

I do not say that whatever the police version is, it is a gospel truth.

I do not say that whatever the police version is, it is a gospel truth.

I do not say that whatever the police version is, it is a gospel truth.

I do not say that whatever the police version is, it is a gospel truth.
I. 3rd May, 1984 Oral Answers to Questions

1. I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore!

I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore? It was said there that all the cases were being
handled very easily. But if the Magistrate asks you whether you have received the complaint filed with the
police? If not registered, then only I will take action. But the Magistrate has taken cognizance of this case
and he has posted for hearing. Then by force a compromise was arrived at.

2. I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore?

I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore? It was said there that all the cases were being
handled very easily. But if the Magistrate asks you whether you have received the complaint filed with the
police? If not registered, then only I will take action. But the Magistrate has taken cognizance of this case
and he has posted for hearing. Then by force a compromise was arrived at.

3. I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore?

I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore? It was said there that all the cases were being
handled very easily. But if the Magistrate asks you whether you have received the complaint filed with the
police? If not registered, then only I will take action. But the Magistrate has taken cognizance of this case
and he has posted for hearing. Then by force a compromise was arrived at.

4. I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore?

I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore? It was said there that all the cases were being
handled very easily. But if the Magistrate asks you whether you have received the complaint filed with the
police? If not registered, then only I will take action. But the Magistrate has taken cognizance of this case
and he has posted for hearing. Then by force a compromise was arrived at.

5. I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore?

I am very much surprised,- are they allowed in Mysore? It was said there that all the cases were being
handled very easily. But if the Magistrate asks you whether you have received the complaint filed with the
police? If not registered, then only I will take action. But the Magistrate has taken cognizance of this case
and he has posted for hearing. Then by force a compromise was arrived at.
Oral Answers to Questions 3rd May, 1984

Sri M Venkaiah Naidu - Supposing she is leading immoral life, police should have prosecuted her by now. That has not been done.
Mr Speaker - What is wrong? Get it enquired into by the Collector

Unless there is something rischy and unless you want to shield the police officials there, why should the Minister hesitate to entrust it to the Collector?

Mr Speaker - I am postponing the next question at the request of the Minister.

Mr Speaker - The next question is postponed at the request of the Minister

(Question No 372 was postponed)

Mr Speaker - I am postponing the question No 372. I received a letter from Sri Jana Reddy, Minister of Agriculture in which he said: 'I am to inform that the above L A Q has since been transferred to me and the necessary information is not readily available in the department and I am also busy in the Council. So I request you that it may be postponed.'

Setting Up of Atomic Power Plant

at Nagarjuna Sagar Project

373—

*272—(A)—Q — Sarvasri M Omkar (Narsampet), N Raghava Reddy, Smt M Swarajyam (Thungaturthi), M Yerraiah Reddy (Bhadrachalam), and M Ram Krishna Rao (Khammam) — Will the Minister for Finance & Power be pleased to state

(a) Whether it is a fact that the State Government made a request to the Government of India to set up an Atomic Power Plant at Nagarjuna Sagar Project site for which the required site and infrastructure were also provided, and

(b) If so, when will it be set up and the details thereof?

(2) अप्रत्याशित
60 3rd May, 1984 Oral Answers to Questions

(3) Dharmendra Pradhan: The Minister for Agriculture asked the following question:

On 16th December, 1980, I asked a question regarding the methods of crop production in the state and was told that the Central Research Institute for Wheat, Patancheru, was conducting research on sustained yield agriculture and adopting appropriate methods. Is the Ministry in a position to inform the House about the progress of this research and the results so far obtained?

The Minister for Agriculture: (1) S. R. Prasad: Yes, methods of sustained yield agriculture have been adopted in Bapatlu, Barnala and Badnath in the district of Mahabubnagar. The results obtained so far show that the adoption of these methods has led to an increase in the yield of wheat by 40% and 30% in Bapatlu and Barnala, respectively.

(2) Dharmendra Pradhan: The Minister said that methods of sustained yield agriculture have been adopted in Bapatlu, Barnala and Badnath. Is the Minister in a position to tell the House what the state of affairs is in Badnath?

The Minister for Agriculture: (2) S. R. Prasad: In Badnath, the methods of sustained yield agriculture have also been adopted. The results so far show that the yield of wheat has increased by 30% compared to the previous year.

(3) Dharmendra Pradhan: Is the Minister in a position to inform the House about the progress of the research being conducted by the Central Research Institute for Wheat, Patancheru, regarding sustained yield agriculture?

The Minister for Agriculture: (3) S. R. Prasad: The research being conducted by the Central Research Institute for Wheat, Patancheru, regarding sustained yield agriculture is progressing well. The institute is conducting various trials to improve the yield of wheat. The results obtained so far are promising and show a positive trend towards increased productivity.

(4) Dharmendra Pradhan: Is the Minister in a position to inform the House about the steps being taken to popularize these methods of sustained yield agriculture among farmers in the state?

The Minister for Agriculture: (4) S. R. Prasad: The Ministry is already taking steps to popularize these methods of sustained yield agriculture among farmers in the state. This includes organizing workshops, providing training to farmers, and distributing information material to raise awareness about the benefits of these methods.

(5) Dharmendra Pradhan: Is the Minister in a position to inform the House about the steps being taken to improve the conditions of sustainable wheat farming in the state?

The Minister for Agriculture: (5) S. R. Prasad: The Ministry is taking various steps to improve the conditions of sustainable wheat farming in the state. This includes providing financial assistance to farmers, implementing soil conservation measures, and promoting the use of organic fertilizers.
Oral Answers to Questions

3rd May, 1984

6!

The Hon. Member for X -- Col. Y, says that the x Committee has been discussing the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter.

The Hon. Member for XX -- Col. Y, says that the x Committee has been discussing the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter.

The Hon. Member for XXX -- Col. Y, says that the x Committee has been discussing the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter.

The Hon. Member for XXXX -- Col. Y, says that the x Committee has been discussing the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter. He says that the Committee has been considering the matter.
62 3rd May 1984 Oral Answers to Questions

What are the main features that are required to establish an atomic factory

9-00 a.m

Sri S Jaipal Reddy - This is a question No 374, that should be addressed to the Minister dealing with Pollution Board If Sri Bhaskara Rao has to answer the question, Justice will not be rendered

Sri N Bhaskara Rao - I am for both Pollution and Electricity
Emitting Coal Ash Around The Area of Kothagudem Thermal Power Station

(a) whether the Government are aware that the Chimneys of the Kothagudem Thermal Power Station, Palvancha, Khammam District are emitting coal ash around the area of a radius 20 KMs covering about 3 lakhs of population,

(b) whether the Government are also aware that due to said coal ash the agricultural fields are neither giving good crops nor jodder to the animals and also that the people living there are suffering with various kinds of diseases and

(c) if so, the action proposed to be taken in the matter?
64 3rd May, 1984

Oral Answers to Questions

1. The State Government - It is stated that the State Government has given a specific percentage of the budget for 1984-87 to various departments. It is mentioned that the budget for 1984-87 is divided as follows: 30% for Industry, 20% for Agriculture, and 50% for Education. It is also stated that the budget for 1984-87 is expected to be implemented soon.

2. The State Government - It is mentioned that since 1984, the State Government has been working towards improving the infrastructure in the state. It is stated that the government has allocated a significant amount of funds towards the development of roads, bridges, and other infrastructural projects.

3. The State Government - It is stated that the State Government has been working towards improving the education system in the state. It is mentioned that the government has allocated a significant amount of funds towards the development of schools and colleges. It is also stated that the government has implemented various schemes to improve the quality of education.

4. The State Government - It is mentioned that the State Government has been working towards improving the health care system in the state. It is stated that the government has allocated a significant amount of funds towards the development of hospitals and clinics. It is also stated that the government has implemented various schemes to improve the health care system.

5. The State Government - It is stated that the State Government has been working towards improving the tourism industry in the state. It is mentioned that the government has allocated a significant amount of funds towards the development of tourist destinations. It is also stated that the government has implemented various schemes to promote tourism.

6. The State Government - It is mentioned that the State Government has been working towards improving the transport infrastructure in the state. It is stated that the government has allocated a significant amount of funds towards the development of roads and airports. It is also stated that the government has implemented various schemes to improve the transport infrastructure.
3rd May, 1984

Oral Answers to Questions

Diversion Water of Nizamsagar Project

 Originally Covered by The ayacut

375—

*511 Q — Sri D Sambasivarao Chowdary (Bodhan) — Will the Minister for Works be pleased to state,

(a) whether it is a fact that the water of Nizamsagar Project is diverted to the areas not originally covered by the ayacut,

(b) if so, the extent of land for which the water is diverted

(c) the extent of land proposed as original ayacut under the said project and

(d) the reasons for not giving water to the land under original ayacut?

(b) 275 acres

(c) 2,81,889 acres

(b) 3rd May, 1984

Oral Answers to Questions

Diversion Water of Nizamsagar Project

 Originally Covered by The ayacut
Oral Answers to Questions 3rd May, 1984

67

...
Non - Execution of Works Under N R E P in Panchayat Samithis

376—

*360—Q —Sri Vasanta Nageswararao,— Will the Minister for Panchayat Raj be pleased to state

(a) whether it is a fact that due to non-revision of schedule of rates now prevailing in the State, several Panchayat Samithis are not able to execute several works in Panchayat Samithis under H R E P Funds and

(b) whether the Government will take steps to revise the schedule of rates keeping in view the present rates that are prevailing?

Non - Execution of Works Under N R E P in Panchayat Samithis
3rd May, 1984

భూమిశేషాల కేంద్రం కలిగి ఉన్న తొలి అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ లో ఉన్న సందర్భాల పై ఇచ్చిన సమాధానాలతో తెలియజేస్తాం.

1. భూమిశేషాల ప్రాంతంలో కలిగి ఉన్న వృక్షాల పై కర్మాల సాధనాలు జరిగివేయబడవచ్చు. ఇవి ఉన్నత పరిస్థితులలో వాయిద్యం కేంద్రం కలిగి ఉన్నవి. ఎందుకం ఇవి అంతరకవర్తిస్తాం?

2. భూమిశేషాల ప్రాంతానికి సంబంధించిన సమస్యలను పరిష్కరించడానికి ప్రభుత్వ మంత్రివర్గం భావించిన కేంద్ర గురుతించిన సమాధానాలు అందుబాటులో ఉన్నాం.

3. భూమిశేషాల ప్రాంతానికి సంబంధించిన సమస్యల పరిష్కరణకు ప్రతి వర్ష తారాల పై కర్మాలను వాయిద మంత్రివర్గం చేస్తాం. ఇవి ఉన్నత పరిస్థితులలో వాయిద్యం కేంద్రం కలిగి ఉన్నవి. ఎందుకం ఇవి అంతరకవర్తిస్తాం?

4. భూమిశేషాల ప్రాంతానికి సంబంధించిన సమస్యలు పరిష్కరించడానికి ప్రభుత్వ మంత్రివర్గం భావించిన కేంద్ర గురుతించిన సమాధానాలు అందుబాటులో ఉన్నాం.
3rd May, 1984
Oral Answers to Questions

మాత్రముగా అనువాదకు నియంత్రించబడిన పని కోసం స్థాయి సంఘటన ఆధారంగా ప్రతి కాలంలో సంఘటన చరిత్ర వివిధ విభాగాల ప్రతి కార్యాభియానాలకు ప్రతి రిపోటు కు సమాధానం చేసి, ప్రతి రోజు సమాధానం వివరించి వాటి నుండి ప్రతి కార్యాభియానాన్ని ప్రతి సమాధానం చేసి సమర్పించారు?

చిత్ర 1 చక్రం - ప్రతి సంఘటన సంస్థ లో కంట్రొల్ ఆఫేర్ ప్రతి రోజు అవకాశం వివరించి, ప్రతి వేల సమాధానం వివరించి వాటికి ప్రతి కార్యాభియానాన్ని ప్రతి సమాధానం చేసి సమర్పించారు?

చిత్ర 2 గ్రామానికి - ప్రతి సంఘటన సంస్థ లో కంట్రొల్ ఆఫేర్ ప్రతి రోజు అవకాశం వివరించి, ప్రతి వేల సమాధానం వివరించి వాటికి ప్రతి కార్యాభియానాన్ని ప్రతి సమాధానం చేసి సమర్పించారు?

చిత్ర 3 ఇంటర్నేషనల్ - ప్రతి సంఘటన సంస్థ లో కంట్రొల్ ఆఫేర్ ప్రతి రోజు అవకాశం వివరించి, ప్రతి వేల సమాధానం వివరించి వాటికి ప్రతి కార్యాభియానాన్ని ప్రతి సమాధానం చేసి సమర్పించారు?

చిత్ర 4 జింక్మించానికి - ప్రతి సంఘటన సంస్థ లో కంట్రొల్ ఆఫేర్ ప్రతి రోజు అవకాశం వివరించి, ప్రతి వేల సమాధానం వివరించి వాటికి ప్రతి కార్యాభియానాన్ని ప్రతి సమాధానం చేసి సమర్పించారు?
Oral Answers to Questions
3rd May, 1984

The question asked on 3rd May, 1984, in Parliament was:

Question 3: What is the reason for the hike in electricity prices?

The reply given by the minister was:

The hike in electricity prices is due to the increase in the cost of materials and the need to meet the growing demand for electricity. The government has taken several measures to control the price hike and ensure the sustainability of the electricity sector.
Mr Speaker - The question-hour is over. Regarding other questions, the answers will be placed on the Table of the House. Now, we shall take up matter under rule 329.
Mr Speaker, — (Pointing out to the Information Minister) He is there to answer

Sri D K Samara Simha Reddy — We will not agree. The Chief Minister must be present to answer this issue.

Mr Speaker — Is the Minister not competent to answer?

Sri D K Samara Simha Reddy — No, Sir. This subject deals with law and order and the Chief Minister must be present.

Mr Speaker — All right. I will post it to fifth.

Sri D K Samara Simha Reddy — This may be passed over but let this be posted to a day when the Chief Minister will be present.

Mr Speaker — I have received a letter from the Chief Minister requesting me to permit the questions posted for 3rd May and matter under rule 329 to be answered by Sri Ch Venkatarama
Jogaiah He has also requested that the reply for the A P Urban Areas Police Bill be permitted to be given by the Finance Minister. The Chief Minister is not feeling well. But the Chief Minister must be present.
Calling Attention Matter

3rd May, 1934, 75

re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3 1984

Sri A Madan Mohan - Naturally, we have that Collector I do not like to say anything about this

Mr Speaker - If the Chief Minister comes to-morrow, it will be taken to-morrow

Calling Attention Matter

re Police firing at Maddikera Pattikonda Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

If you are not satisfied, then we shall see
3rd May, 1984  
Calling Attention Matter  
re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda 
Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

Mr. Speaker - The Chief Minister's coming to-morrow is 
doubtful according to the Minister for Information

...
Calling Attention Matter

re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda
Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

3rd May, 1984

The matter was referred by the District Collector, Kurnool District, on 28-3-1984.

On 29-3-1984, Police personnel shot and killed 3 people named Venkateswara, Venkatachalam, and Venkatraman. The victims were residents of Maddikera. The Police claimed it was an act of self-defense.

It is alleged that the victims were not involved in any criminal activity. The matter is under investigation.

The local administration has assured action against the officers involved.

The case is being monitored by the State Government.

Minister for Home Affairs has been informed and is monitoring the case closely.

The delay in women's empowerment in this region is a matter of concern.

The state government has assured full support to the affected families.

The situation is under control and the government is working to ensure justice for the victims.

Signed,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Position]

[Date]

[Place]
78

3rd May, 1984

Calling Attention Matter

re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda

Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

స్థానిక అధికారి ప్రపంచ దినం కోసం మండలాల్లో సనసనా ప్రవాహాలు యొక్క పరిణామాన్ని తప్పలేదు. దీని ప్రచురం అధికారికంగా మండలాల్లో సనసనా ప్రవాహాలు యొక్క పరిణామాన్ని తప్పలేదు.

8 కింద అధికారి, అందులో భాగం కుంచి 11 కింద 3 మండలాల్లో దిగుమతి సందర్భంలో మండలాల్లో సనసనా ప్రవాహాలు యొక్క పరిణామాన్ని తప్పలేదు.

1984 రోజుల్లో స్థానిక అధికారి ప్రపంచ దినం కోసం మండలాల్లో సనసనా ప్రవాహాలు యొక్క పరిణామాన్ని తప్పలేదు.

స్వపనాన్ని తప్పనించడానికి, సేవ సేవలు సనసనా ప్రవాహాలు యొక్క పరిణామాన్ని తప్పలేదు. సేవ సేవలు సనసనా ప్రవాహాలు యొక్క పరిణామాన్ని తప్పలేదు. సేవ సేవలు సనసనా ప్రవాహాలు యొక్క పరిణామాన్ని తప్పలేదు.

సేవ సేవలు సనసనా ప్రవాహాలు యొక్క పరిణామాన్ని తప్పలేదు. సేవ సేవలు సనసనా ప్రవాహాలు యొక్క పరిణామాన్ని తప్పలేదు.
Calling Attention Matter

3rd May, 1984,

re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda
Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3 1984

...
Calling Attention Matter

re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

I am not trying to support them. He has already booked some cases against them.

He had planned to finish off some of the people.

It is only the S I who took up his revolver and opened it.

(Sri E Vasudeva Rao in the chair)
Calling Attention Matter 3rd May, 1984, S.I
re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

With magisterial enquiry no problem will be solved. However, we shall conduct a thorough investigation of the matter and take appropriate action. 

The matter is being investigated by the Magistrate (or the Dy. Magistrate). The situation is under control. 

We shall take all necessary steps to ensure that the shooting incident does not recur. 

We shall also take steps to ensure that the local police personnel conduct themselves in a professional manner. 

We shall inform the concerned authorities about the incident and take appropriate action.

We shall conduct a thorough investigation and take appropriate action.
Calling Attention Matter
re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda
Taluk, Kurnool District on 29 3-1984

3rd May, 1984
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[Text in Telugu]
Calling Attention Matter

3rd May, 1984

re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda

Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

ನುಡಿಯಲ್ಲಿಯ ನಿಸರ್ಗಸ್ವತ್ವ ಸಂಬಂಧಿಯಾದ ಅನೇಕ ಮನೋರಂಭಗಳಿಗೆ ಈ ನಂತರ ಮನೋರಂಭಗಳು ಪರಿಹರಿಸಲು ಕಂಡುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಸುತ್ತಗೆ ತಲುಪಿದ್ದ ಹಿಂದು ಮೇಲೆ ಶೈಲಿ ಶೈಲಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹೊರಗೆ ಇದ್ದು, ಅಂಕಿಶೀಲದವರು ನಿಸರ್ಗಸ್ವತ್ವ ಸಂಬಂಧಿಯಾದ ಕಂಡುಮಾಡಿದ್ದು, ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕವಾಗಿ ಅಲ್ಲಲ್ಲಿನ ಸ್ಥಳದ ಸುತ್ತಗೆ ಸ್ಥಳೆರಡು ಶೈಲಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹೊರಗೆ ಇದು. ಅದರಲ್ಲಿ, ಕೆಲವು ಸ್ಥಳಗಳು ಪ್ರತಿನಿಧಿ ಸೇವೆಯ ಪ್ರದರಶಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ. ಸ್ಥಳೆರಡು ಶೈಲಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹೊರಗೆ ಇದು.
Calling Attention Matter.

re Police firing at Maddikera, Pattikonda
Taluk, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

3rd May, 1984

This is a fit case for judicial enquiry and a judicial enquiry will be ordered and the S I will also be suspended.
Calling Attention Matter

re Police Firing at Maddikara, Pattikonda Taluq, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

3rd May, 1984

85

In the interest of justice and fair play, the judicial enquiry, must be done by a High Court Judge, and the Transfer of D S P also as you have promised in the House demands the intervention of an independent authority. I am also worried about the killing of innocent citizens of the country. You are the Minister, who are the responsible one for the people.
86

3rd May, 1984

Calling Attention Matter

re Police Firing at Maddikara, Pattikonda

Taluq, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

Sri M Venkaiah Naidu, Who is the investigating agency, and that is why we are asking to present this mischief. Who is the next officer? The field officer is the D S P.

I would suggest that the Government is prepared for an enquiry on that matter also.

10 30 a.m.
Calling Attention Matter
3rd May, 1984

re Police Firing at Maddikara, Pattikonda
Taluq, Kurnool District on 29-3-1984

Sri C H Venkatarama Jogaiah — Let me enquire with my higher level officers, DIG or somebody else Then only, I will take action
3rd May, 1984

Papers Laid on the Table

Are you holding him there only for the purpose of scuttling this enquiry? The allegation is that is hand inglove with the S I

He can announce, yes, we are going to shift him. Why should he ask the D I G? Is it the D I O who is going to decide the policy here?

I have no malice or prejudice against any officer leave alone this DSP

The Minister has read the D I G’s report. Let the Minister understand the seriousness of the issue. It is agitating the minds of the people.

When you are ready for the judicial enquiry why are you hesitating to transfer that one DSP?

Sri C H Venkatarama Jogaiah — I said, I will consider

Annual Report of the A P State Board for Prevention and Control of water Pollution for the year 1982–83

The Minister for Finance (Sri N Bhaskara Rao) — Sir, with your kind permission, on behalf of the chief minister, I beg to lay on
Government Bills

Andhra Pradesh Urban Areas Police Bill, 1984 (Referred to Joint Select Committee) (L A Bill No 17 of 1984)

the table a copy of the annual report for the year 1982–83 of the Andhra Pradesh State Board for prevention and control of water pollution as required under sub-section (2) of section 39 of the water (prevention and control of pollution) Act 1974

Mr Speaker – Paper laid

Paper Placed on The Table –

Report on the decisions of the business advisory committee taken at its meeting held on 2-5-1984

Sri N Bhaskara Rao, – Sir, with your permission on behalf of the chief minister, I beg to lay on the table a copy of the report on the decisions of the business advisory committee taken at its meeting held on 2nd May, 1984, (See Appendix)

Government Bills

1 The Andhra Pradesh Urban Areas Police Bill, 1984

(L A, Bill No 17 of 1984)

Sri N, Bhaskara Rao – Sir, I beg to move –

“That the Andhra Pradesh Urban Areas Police Bill, 1984 be taken into consideration”

Mr Speaker – Motion moved

The Finance Minister may effectively deal with matters in the house but follow up action has to be taken by the concerned minister. Is this practice prevalent in parliament also?
Mr Speaker - Under business allocations, home is dealt with by finance minister. This comes under home department.

Sri M Venkaiah Naidu - Law and order has not been given to the minister for finance. Today if we allow Mr Bhaskara Rao to get it passed, it becomes a precedent and the same practice will be followed in future also, which is not good for the house.

Sri N Bhaskara Rao - I request the hon Speaker to say that this should not be a precedent and only for this purpose I may be permitted since the chief minister is not well and let the business continue. It should not become a part of the precedent.

Sri M Venkaiah Naidu - Let the Speaker make that observation and then we can proceed with business.

Observation from the Chair

Re Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill.

Mr Speaker, - As a special case we are doing it and not as a matter of principle because the house has to adjourn in two days and the chief minister is not well. This will not become a precedent.

Sri N Bhaskara Rao - It is only in these circumstances I requested the hon Speaker Sir, with your permission I will give a brief resume of the objects and reasons of the Bill so that the hon Members may come out with their suggestions during the discussion.
Chapter III deals with regulations and rules for preservation of orders which contains rules for regulation of traffic and for preservation of order and regulations to prevent inconvenience etc.

Observation from the Chair re - Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill.

Though there are critics about him also
Observation from the Chair

3rd May, 1984

Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

"The Commissioner may also direct any person who not having been born within the limits of the urban area, has been more than twice convicted of offences under chapters XII, XIV and XVII of the Indian Penal Code to remove from the limits of the Urban area as aforesaid and not to enter the said area. A copy of such order shall be sent to the Chief Judicial Magistrate.

Explanation. For the purpose of this sub section the decision of the Commissioner of Police that a person has or has not been born within the limits of the urban area shall be final.

He is not going to be externed from the country When you feel that the activities of so and so are detrimental, law is going to take its own course."
(4) (a) The Government, if satisfied that peace or public safety in any urban area or in any part thereof is disturbed or is likely to be disturbed on account of a conflict between different communities or groups or sections or gangs, thereof, may by an order of proclamation (hereinafter referred to as the proclamation of emergency) that an emergency exists.

(b) Such proclamation may be revoked by any other subsequent proclamation, and shall, in any case be deemed to be cancelled after one month unless before the expiry of such period it has been renewed.

We all know how that provision was misused. How people like Tenneti Viswanadham and Jayaprakash Narayan were booked under that Act. They were all imprisoned.

I was no more a student. I was no more a student. I was no more a student. I was no more a student. I was no more a student. I was no more a student. I was no more a student. I was no more a student.
Observation from the Chair 3rd May, 1984

Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

Suppose if he wants the meetings of other political parties

See Clause 10 (a) the carrying in any street or public place of arms, cudgels, swords, spears, bludgeons, guns, knives, sticks, lathies or other articles which are capable of being used for causing physical violence,

(b) The carrying of any corrosive substance or of explosives,

(c) The collection, carrying or preparation of stones or other means of casting of impelling missiles,

(d) The exhibition of persons, corpses of figures, or effigies thereof in any street or public place,

(e) The public utterance of singing of songs or playing of music, and

(f) The delivery of speech, the use of gestures or mimetic representation, or the preparation, exhibition or, dissemination of pictures symbols, playcards, or any other object or thing which may in the opinion of the Commissioner of Police is likely to inflame religious animosity or to create hostility between different classes or individuals or is likely to bring about commissions of an offence or disturbance of the public peace or induce resistance to contempt of the law or of a lawful authority.
police officers send reports to the Government. Just now we had a case where an S.I. had openly killed people in the police station.

Is it not the same problem prevailing in other districts?

Any order passed by the Commissioner of Police, under sub-section (1), (2) or (3) or by the Government under sub-section (8) shall not be called in question in any Court unless the Commissioner of Police has not followed the procedure laid down in sub-section (6) or there was no material before the Commissioner of Police upon which he could have based such order or the Commissioner of Police upon which he could have based such order or the Commissioner of Police was not of opinion that witnesses were unwilling to give evidence in the public against the person in respect of whom an order was made under sub-section (1).
Observation from the Chair 3rd May, 1984

re Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

Yes sir I have applied my mind

There is no necessity to convince the public and the court also

To find fault with court for everything is not good

(Sri E Vasudeva Rao, in the Chair)
Observation from the Chair re Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

If he accepts on this, it is better the Bill is referred to Select Committee. Heavens are not going to fall on this issue. We have no second opinion on that system.
Observation from the Chair

3rd May 1584

Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

The observation from the Chair is as follows:

"..."
Observation from the Chair

re Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

100 3rd May, 1984

[Text in Telugu]
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Observation from the Chair 3rd May, 1984
re Deputation of Another Minister for Pilot ing a Bill

Advisors and committee members are present. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the merits of the proposed bill. It is discussed that the bill is meant to address certain issues. The representatives from the committee present their views on the bill. The discussion concludes with a consensus to proceed with the bill as it is.

S 10:00 AM - Adjourned - The meeting is adjourned until further notice.

S 10:15 AM - Resumed - The meeting is resumed to continue with the discussion.

S 10:30 AM - Adjourned - The meeting is adjourned for the day.
If he is belonging to that place how can he get?

11:30 a.m.
Observation from the Chair 3rd May, 1984
Re Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

Sir, WA SARKAR:—The following action was taken in the House:

1. The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m.
2. The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 28th May, 1984 at 10 a.m. The House was adjourned at 3 p.m.

Sir, SARKAR:—The discussion was adjourned to 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.

I have been informed by the Chief Whip that the discussion will be resumed on 30th May, 1984 at 2 p.m.
Observation from the Chair

Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

No extra power was given

(Mr Speaker in the Chair)

That is only a continuity of service.

Even Delhi has surpassed Calcutta in the matter of increase in the number of crimes being the capital of the Country, and in spite of the fact there are so many IGPs and Additional IGPs. Why there is improvement in the Law and Order there? The reply is simple as the Minister has already agreed.

It all depends on the officers.

Can anybody treat emergency with respect?

When a man like Sri Jayaprakash Narayan was imprisoned in this country, can we say that about emergency?
Observation from the Chair 3rd May, 1984

Re: Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

I never expected this from a senior Minister like Sri Bhaskara Rao.

Normally the provision of Indian Code must apply. There are enough safeguards.

Are we able to control communal clashes in the City?
Observation from the Chair

re Deputation of Another Minister
for Piloting a Bill

106 3rd May, 1984

Your Superintendent of Police is doing it? He is holding direct link and he is trying to know their minds and acting. What are the powers given to Superintendent of Police, Vijayawada tell me?

We have got primary responsibility.

"Administration of Police Force in Urban Areas"

Let us have a discussion on this. Let us have a Select Committee to go into all these things and arrive at a consensus and then give it to Police officers to implement it effectively.
Observation from the Chair  
3rd May, 1984  
re Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

To-day by the behaviour of your Police Sub-Inspector at Maddikara, he has brought insult to your government and defame to the government. He has not understood your line of thinking or the way in which your Chief Minister is thinking.

Not only the police, the other day I told The Chief Minister worried.

We are here in this house to bring to the notice of the house the various factors, with our own experiences.

We made it number of times and clearly. Still, if you entertain doubts, God only must help you.
There are some of the Police Officers in the State who are having links with naxalites and extremists. Some officers have gone to the Papers also to defend naxalites and this great government did not take action to touch them also.

Is it according to the whims and fancies of the police officers? There should be some guidelines subject to the satisfaction of police officers, after being satisfied with the satisfaction of police officers, if the government takes action, the police officers will be satisfied. If the government does not take action, the police officers will be dissatisfied. Let them tell us at least privately.
Observation from the Chair 3rd May, 1984

Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill

"It is a question of a Legislator. It is a question of D S P."

If D S P is transferred, Legislator cannot be touched.

It is only the version of the police.

When there was a demand that the Vijayawada S P should be transferred, we took up and said clearly that the S P has nothing to do with this.
Observation from the Chair

Re Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill
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Observation from the Chair 3rd May 1984 111
re Deputation of Another Minister for Piloting a Bill
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Whereas with to others are allowed to conduct processions and conduct meetings Our party was barred from doing and if the Minister pleads ignorance of what is happening in Hyderabad city itself

It depends upon the officer, his conduct and behaviour I do entirely agree
Mr Speaker - The question is

That the Andhra Pradesh Urban Areas Police Bill 1984 be taken into consideration.

The motion was adopted.

Mr Speaker - The question is,

"That Clauses 2 to 58 Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title do stand part of the Bill."

The motion was adopted and that Clauses 2 to 58 Clause 1 Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

Mr Speaker - Motion moved.
2,80,000 people are arrested right from Jayaprakash Narayan to Venkaiah Naidu and Reghavareddy. So many people are harassed.

It is not a subject matter for question tomorrow.
Mr Speaker - Now the Finance Minister will move the motion

Sri N Bhaskara Rao - Sir, the circumstances under which I am agreeing for this, have been already brought to the notice of this house.

I beg to move that the Andhra Pradesh Urban Areas Police Bill, 1984 be referred to a Joint Select Committee consisting of 20 Members, 5 from the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council and 15 from the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly.

Mr Speaker - Motion moved

The question is,-

"That the Andhra Pradesh Urban Areas Police Bill, 1984 be referred to a Joint Select Committee consisting of 20 Members, 5 from the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council and 15 from the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly" is before the House.

(Pause)

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was referred to a Joint Select Committee.

Sri N Bhaskara Rao - Sir, this is, with a condition that the report should be completed within a month.

Sri M Venkaiah Naidu - Sir, there is a problem. The chairman will be the Chief Minister for this Joint Select Committee. If one month's time is given, the Chief Minister may not find time to finalise this.

Sri N Bhaskara Rao - It will be returned within one month.

Mr Speaker - It is understood.

Sri M Venkaiah Naidu - Sir, then, it is O K.
Messages from the Council

Mr Speaker - Now there are some messages please

I have received a letter from the Chairman, Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council which reads as follows,

"In accordance with the Rule 145 (5) of the Rules and Procedure and Conduct of Business of Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council, I return herewith a copy of the Andhra Pradesh Entertainment Act (Amendment) Bill, 1984 which was passed by the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly at its sitting held on 18th April 1984 and transmitted to the Council for its recommendations, duly signed by me and to state that this house has no recommendations to be made to the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly with regard to the said Bill."

I have also received another letter from the Chairman Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council

"I transmit a copy of the following Motion passed by the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council on 2nd May 1984 in concurrence with the A P Legislative Assembly in setting up a Joint Select Committee to consider the Andhra Pradesh Abolition of Part Time Village Officers Bill 1984

Motion - 'That this House concurs with the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly in setting up a Joint Select Committee consisting of 18 Members from the A P Legislative Assembly and six Members from the A P Legislative Council to consider the A P Abolition of posts of part time Village Officers Bill, 1984 and the following Members of this House are nominated to this Joint Select Committee -

1 Sri Anantha Venkata Reddy
2 Sri T Ramachandra Reddy
3 Sri Jagannadha Reddy
4 Sri S Raghurami Reddy
5 Sri Jupudi Yagnanarayana
6 Sri M J Manikya Rao

Sri M Venkaiah Naidu - Sir, what about the A P Cinemas regulation Amendment Bill, 1983?"
Mr Speaker – Now the Minister will move the motion for withdrawal of the Bill

Sri Ch Venkatarama Jogaiah – Sir, I beg move for leave of the house for permission to withdraw the Andhra Pradesh Cinemas (Regulation) (Amendment) Bill, 1983 (L A Bill No 17 of 1983)

Mr Speaker – Motion moved

When the Minister wants to withdraw a particular Bill he must give the reasons to the house

Mr Speaker – The question is “That leave be granted for withdrawal of the Andhra Pradesh Cinemas (Regulation) Amendment Bill, 1983 (L A Bill No 17 of 1983)” is before the House

Motion was adopted and permission was granted for withdrawal of the Bill

The Andhra Pradesh Cinemas (Regulation) (Amendment) Bill 1984 (L A Bill No 12 of 1984)

Minister for Khadi Village Industries and Information & Public Relations & Legislative Affairs (Sri Ch Venkatarama Jogaiah) – Sir, I beg to move
“That the Andhra Pradesh Cinemas (Regulation) (Amendment) Bill, 1984 (L A Bill No 12 of 1984) be taken into consideration”

Mr Speaker – Motion moved

That it is caused by them under any mistake where a factor of Law or any excuse of any material factor
Mr Speaker – The Question is –

"That the Andhra Pradesh Cinemas (Regulation) (Amendment) Bill, 1984 (L A Bill No 12 of 1984) be taken into consideration."

(Pause)

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was considered.

Mr Speaker – There are no amendments. Now I shall put the clauses to vote.

There are no amendments clauses 2, 1, Enacting formula and long title.

The Question is –

"Clauses 9 1 - Enacting formula and long title do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause)

The Motion was carried and clauses 2, 1 - Enacting formula and long title were added to the Bill.

Mr Speaker – Now I request the Minister to move the motion for passing the Bill.

Sri Ch Venkatarama Jogaiah – Sir, I beg to move "that the Andhra Pradesh Cinemas (Regulation) (Amendment) Bill, 1984 be passed."

Mr Speaker – Motion moved.

The question is

"That the Andhra Pradesh Cinemas (Regulation) (Amendment) Bill, 1984 be passed."

(Pause)

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was passed.

Mr Speaker – Now I adjourn the house to meet again 12-22 p.m. to-morrow at 8-30 a.m.

(The house then adjourned to meet again at 8-30 a.m., the next day 1.e., on Friday the 4th May 1984)
Report of the Decisions of the Business Advisory Committee taken at its meeting held on 2nd May, 1984

The following decisions were taken by the Business Advisory Committee at its meeting held on 2nd May, 1984 in regard to the Business to be transacted in the Assembly.

4-5-1984 (Friday)
1 The Andhra Pradesh Motor Vehicle Taxation (Second Amendment) Bill, 1983 (LA Bill No 40 of 1983)
2 Private Members Business

5-5-1984 (Saturday)
1 The Andhra Pradesh Public Premises (Eviction of Unauthorised Occupants) Amendment Bill, 1983 (LA Bill No 16 of 1983)
2 The Andhra Pradesh Courts fees and Suits Valuation (Amendment) Bill, 1983 (LA Bill No 21 of 1983)
3 The Andhra Pradesh Agricultural Indebtedness (Relief) (Amendment) Bill, 1983 (LA Bill No 34 of 1983)